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I’d like to thank everyone who has contributed articles for this edition
of Write Away Magazine. May I wish all my American friends a
wonderful Independance day, and ask everyone to check out all the
links included with articles in this issue. There are some extremely talented musicians who’ve contributed this month, and I’m very grateful
to each one of you.
If anyone has a lyric related question, or would like to be included on
my Matchmakers page, or would like an article included in a future
issue, please drop me an email to jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk
Also, as a final note, I’d like to ask that if you enjoy reading my
magazine, would you please be so kind as to share the link around
social media platforms to help it reach as many people as possible.
You can also subscribe to receive each issue by email from my website,
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
Jane x
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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The Lyri
Valerie Gillies of Brussels
asks why songs often refer
to males as “men” and other
adult words, but woman are
almost always child-like
terms such as “babe” or
“girl.” While this isn’t the
kind of topic the Lyrics
Doctor’s typically addresses,
I’ll give it a go. The short
answer is that the music
industry is reflective of the
patriarchal society we live in,
though a more forgiving view
might be that such terms of
endearment have a place in
love songs.
I also think it’s changing. I
couldn’t find any empirical
assessment of this in a quick
web search, but some smart
graduate student has surely
looked into the matter.
Anecdotally, I’d say that
songs from before the 1980s
or ‘90s frequently follow the
pattern Valerie describes.
But more recently, many
more strong women have
emerged in the business—
Madonna, Beyonce, Lady
Gaga, Bonnie Raitt, Taylor
Swift, Rihanna, and thousands of others. These
women tend to write with
authority and adult voices,
and they’re just as likely to
refer to men as “boy” or
“babe” or “guy” as any male
songwriter is to say “babe”
or “girl.” The Lyrics Doctor
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would, of course, welcome
any evidence readers have
that either supports or
refutes this impression.

Steve Papke from the U.S.
state of Georgia asks how
often songwriters must
change the phrasing or
rhythm of a verse when fitting it to music. Good lines,
he laments, can become
average when trying to get
the cadence of the song
right. My answer would be
that it’s got to do with lots of
editing and rewriting. I typically write one or two verses
and most of the chorus, then
start playing/singing it to the
music (usually something
that I’ve been fiddling with
on the guitar without words
for anywhere from a few minutes to a few months).
Once I get a nice match of
music and lyrics, the real
work starts. I often use one
of the verses as a bridge,
and sometimes I shift lines in
and out of the chorus or
between verses. When a line
doesn’t quite add up rhythmically, I’ll try rearranging
the words. In Alternative
Facts, for instance, I initially
wrote “You meant ‘don’t go’
but you said ‘goodbye’/Does
verify mean falsify?” That
couplet never sat right in the

song, so at some point I
changed it to “You said
`goodbye’ but you meant
`don’t go’/You made me high
and laid me low.” Not a huge
difference, but to my ear it’s
stronger—a change that was
made possible by flipping
“goodbye” and “don’t go.”
When I’m writing and rewriting a song, I’ll make dozens
of similar changes to get the
rhythm and rhymes where I
want, with words that
advance the story line.

Sandra Lee Bickerstaff from
New South Wales in
Australia and Eazteg Eririe
from Lagos, Nigeria, both
ask whether a song can have
more than one bridge. First,
let’s talk about what a bridge
is. I think of it as a third section that takes the composition to a different place and
provides some relief from
the relative monotony of
verse and chorus. Musically,
this can be achieved by
changing from major to
minor (or the other way
around), moving to the fourth
or fifth chord in the scale, or
shifting the rhythm to another feel (or all three, or an infinite variety of other options).
Lyrically, the bridge often
takes another viewpoint, perhaps going from first person
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ics Doctor
to second or third, changing to a
narrator’s voice, or stepping away
from the story line to give some
background. For instance, in Born
to Run, Springsteen slows down
for a few bars to proclaim his
undying love for Wendy beforeback back down “highways
jammed with broken heroes.” In
The Dock of the Bay, Otis Redding
laments that, in the end, his journey to the West Coast was a bust.
In America, Simon and Garfunkel
bring us from the idea of the bus
trip onto the bus itself, showing
the interaction between the characters as they make their way up
the New Jersey Turnpike.
To my mind, there’s a rule that
says a song should have only one
bridge, but there's another rule
that says all rules in songwriting
should sometimes be broken. In
other words, one bridge is almost
always enough, but sometimes it’s
not. If that’s the case, write another one. On occasion, I’ve used a
second instance of the bridge for
the solo section, just to shake
things up a bit. Note that it’s also
OK to have no bridge at all. And if
you repeat a bridge too many
times, it becomes something
other than a bridge—more like
another verse or chorus.
Happy SongwRxiting

The Lyrics Doctor
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Note from the editor...
If you have a lyric - related
question you’d like answered
please email it to me and I’ll
forward it on to

The Lyrics Doctor.
jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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Paul Sykes
WHAT MAKES SINGING
AMERICAN SONGS
DIFFICULT WHEN YOU’RE
NOT AMERICAN
ustralian music has always been
highly influenced by American tracks.
As a young boy in the early 80’s, my
elder siblings were at the clubs shaking
their ass to Michael Jackson, Earth, Wind &
Fire, Nile Rodgers and Chic plus a million
other songs from the USA. Even my decision to be in the music industry was made
In 1982 when I went to a gospel concert by
an American artist called Leon Patillo.

A

To put Australia in perspective, California
alone is home to 40 Million people whilst the
whole of Australia that is about as big as
the USA has only 24 Million.
Ourmusic and media is very much influenced by American culture. Strangely so
sometimes. Through the internet and social
media, we’re tied in with American politics,
art, movies, music and culture like never
before. Many of us know more about Trump
than our own politicians. Australians will
find themselves having heated online
debates about topics like abortion, not
because it’s on OUR political agenda but
because America is voting on it. We even
know about guys like Ron Paul, Pelosi or
Bernie because we listen to shows like the
Joe Rogan podcast.
Okay, but what’s this have to do with
singing and vocal technique. Well, if you’re
American - nothing.
But if you live outside of the USA, it can
cause a very interesting vocal issue accents. Given the pervasive influence of
American music on Australian culture,
many of the songs we sing have been
released by an American artist with an
American accent. Us Aussies are left with
two options. Either sing it like the original
version in which case we have to overlay an
accent that isn’t ours or sing it in an
Australian accent which sounds bloody
06

stupid.
Americans are lucky. You never have to
worry about this. When Lynard Skynard
sing Sweet Home Alabama, they sing with
the exact same accent they talk in. When
black America sings their R&B or Hip Hop
songs, they too sing it with the exact accent
they naturally talk with.
Because our mouths have to move in an
unnatural way to us, this can cause a physiological identity crisis that can make forming words awkward. It’s a big issue and one
which would be completely off the radar to
anyone living in the USA.
Occasionally I may instruct a client to sing
with an Australian accent and invariably
their vocal technique falls into line quickly
because the feeling inside their mouth is
now familiar.
Aside from the technical aspect of forming
words, there’s also the stylistic identity crisis. Some folks just sound more American
than Americans, Eg, Gaaaard instead of
God. Some folks put a southern drawl on
everything even when it’s not needed.
Then there’s the awkward experience of
having a spoken word section in the middle
of the song…. If we’re singing American,
do we talk in the song American or do we
go back to an Australian accent? Very common issue in modern churches. If we stay in
an American accent, it sounds fake and
hilarious. If we move back to an Australian
accent, it sounds incongruent to the rest of
the track.
To understand what I mean, pick one of
your favorite songs and try to sing it like an
Aussie… It’ll mess you up for sure, yet this
is what everyone outside of the USA has to
navigate. I hope this has given you a little
insight into an unusual vocal issue that
you may have never encountered before.
http://vocalprocourses.com/
http://www.facebook.com/vocalpro.com.au
Instagram.com/vocalpro.com.au
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Daryn Wright
Do Not Series # 5
Do Not Die Of Thirst
By Daryn Wright
here are many deserts in the world.
They are usually very hot and dry.
Some deserts in higher elevations
may not get very hot, but still lack water.
It is very difficult for life to thrive in these
environments. Life in general for these
areas are difficult and not very populated.

T

The human body can survive for around
ten days without water if the conditions
are right. Much shorter if your environment is hot and dry.
Just like your body has a life expectancy,
so does your lyrics.
What do I mean?
Simply put, you have a limited amount of
time to capture your audience attention.
This is especially true if you are pitching
your completed song to a professional in
the music industry. The normal amount of
time you have is only thirty seconds. This
is much shorter if the intro portion of your
song is a disaster. You may not even get
someone to listen if the title sounds offensive or non-interesting.
Are your lyrics a desert?
Do they feel hot, but have no substance to
them?
Do they have little or no life?
Does it feel like a desert that goes on forever and the only thing you get from it is
rolling sand dunes and a hot wind that
picks up the sand and pelts you relentlessly like a sand blaster?
Our best scenario is to have lyrics flow
out like flowing water. This can be like a
stream, or a raging river. Too often we
find ourselves with a song idea that stimulates the beginning of writing some lyrics,
and later finding an excuse to throw it
away. Putting the song idea away for a
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

specified length of time is not a bad idea
unless you never get back to finish writing
the lyrics.
How do we fix that problem?
Just like water, we can purify it. Finish
writing the song even if it is not very
good. Determine what needs to improve
and start your remedy one repair at a
time, which may include a new hook, or
even replacing every original word to your
first write.
Filter your water by taking out the things
that make it look bad, taste bad, or smell
bad. Once the water is filtered, it is drinkable, meaning it will have a better chance
of being a hit song.
If you never filter your water, you may
never get the finished product you want.
By never drinking the water, your talents
will die off over time.
Why the reference to water?
Water brings life. When a lyric is flowing
like water, it allows life to thrive with it.
Life is the scenery surrounding the water
source.
How to know if your lyric is flowing like
water?
Examine your lyric to be on point, with the
same subject matter from beginning to
end, has a natural flow of events, does
not have awkward sounding portions such
as a forced rhyme, sounds like a conversation using words that are common language, has a good feel to them from
beginning to end, and keeps your attention.
Don’t let your lyric lay there dying of
thirst. Get up, get motivated, and write
some lyrics.
http://www.darynwright.com
http://www.reverbnation.com/darynwright
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Lyric Writing Reference
Tracks:
Learn to Write Stronger Lyrics By
Studying the Songs You Love
Want to learn from the best songwritersin history? It
won’t cost anything except some time listening to
your favourite music!
Don’t ask the Internet or FaceBook how many verses “should be” in your song, or how many lines a
chorus should have… figure out the best practices
for yourself by investigating songs you love and
emulating them.
A reference track is a finished professional recording that a mixing engineer uses as objective standard, to compare with a mix they are working on. A
reference track could be selected because of a
great overall sound, to emulate the sound of a particular instrument or vocal, the balance between
instruments or the emotional vibe.
As a songwriter, you can also choose
reference tracks.
Songwriters are always getting inspiration
from other songs, often subconsciously. It’s not
cheating… everyone does it, but a smart songwriter
can choose to do it consciously and purposefully.
Here are some ideas you can study, learn, steal and
adapt for your own songs. This isn’t an exhaustive
list, think about what you need to learn and add your
own ideas. Remember to use your creativity to adapt
ideas and transform them so they fit the songs you
are writing and sound like your voice.
Choose a few of these key questions at a time, listen
to a few songs and compare them so you can figure
out patterns and best practices. Pick reference
tracks in the styles you want to write.
Lyrics
Song Ideas – What is the song really about?
Summarize the song in a sentence.
Song Themes – Which timeless theme is this song
about?
Song Title Ideas – What makes this a good title? How
long should a title be?
Emotions – What emotions are evoked by the lyrics?
What is the story or plot in the song?
What’s the emotional journey in the song?
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Who are the characters? What are they doing? How H
are they described? How do they interact? Is there a ti
transformation for the characters?
Point of View – Who is singing? What perspective is S
the songwriter using?
W
Poetic Language
P
What imagery is used in the lyrics?
What sensations are referenced?
H
Which senses are invoked (sight, sound, sensations,
smell, taste...)?
Is
What interesting turns of phrase are used in the
lyrics (especially adapted cliches)?
Fo
Ju
Are there examples of:
Ly
Metaphor
Simile
Symbolism
Allusion
Hyperbole

P
m
st
e
a

Lyric Structure

A

How many lines are in each section?
How long is each section? Are they the same
length?
How long is each line?
Number of syllables per line?
Are the lines all the same length or are there patterns?
Approximate word count in the song?

C
S
a
C
st
W
yo
D
so
P
im

What are the accent patterns in the lyrics (the
rhythms of lyrics)?

Note: Accents usually translate into higher or longer H
notes in a melody. When setting lyrics to a melody
the patterns of accents are more crucial than the
H
number of syllables.
Tr
lo
Lyric Patterns & Rhyme Scheme
w
M
Repetition – How is repetition used to build patterns
in song sections?
To
In the Chorus?
Tr
Within a verse? Between verses?
d
Within other sections?
m
g
Rhyme words – How are the rhymes interesting?
d
Are rhymes predictable or surprising?
so
Perfect and Imperfect/Slant rhymes
tr
Rhyme schemes – What are the rhyme schemes in
each section?

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

ht
tr

Trevor Dimoff

How do the rhyme schemes change in different secons?
ong Structure

What is the order of song sections (Introduction, Verse,
re-Chorus, Chorus, Bridge)?

How many verses?

s there a Pre-Chorus, a Bridge?

or more about song structure, read my article in the
une 2019 issue of Write Away...Finishing Your Song
yric

ersonal Note: Songwriters and recording artists earn
more from the purchase of their songs than from
treaming. Please consider supporting other songwritrs and musicians by purchasing songs that you love
nd wish to analyze.

Action Steps

Create a playlist of songs you want to analyze.
tart with 5 songs or less and begin work. Don’t build
n overwhelming list you don’t use.
Choose an area you need to develop to focus your
tudy of these songs
What are some questions to ask? What elements do
ou need to examine?
Devote some time to listen and read through these
ongs
rint out the lyrics and write notes on the page. Circle
mportant things. Use different colours.

Have some fun learning!

How to Level Up the Learning Process
ranscribe songs you want to analyze, instead of
ooking up the lyrics online. Write out all of the lyrics
while listening to the song. (The Fastest Way to
Memorize Songs)

o learn more, you can read “Songwriting Reference
racks” – on my website, where I dive into greater
epth and include a discussion of the musical elements in popular songs, including melody, chord proressions, arrangement and production. You can
ownload a printable worksheet to help you study
ongwriting reference
racks:

ttps://epicsongwriting.com/songwriting-referenceracks

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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Unblock
Yourself
or any writer, there is
nothing more terrifying
than a blank page. That
is doubly true for a lyricist.
The lyricist has to worry not
only about what to say, but
how to winnow a message
into a meter, bend it to a
rhyme, and fit it all into a container of verse, chorus, and
bridge. No wonder so many
potential lyricists ask “Where
do you get ideas?” or “How
do you overcome writer’s
block?” So let’s consider
these two questions.

F

Plow Through Writer’s
Block
The simple answer to how to
overcome writer’s block is to
start writing. Recently, after a
particularly difficult period
with my family, I sat down to
write about it but the words
didn’t come. So, rather than
try a lyric, I just wrote three
words: “Family can be...”
After filling in the blanks, I
had two verses of a song that
started:
Family can be complicated
Family can be fun.
Sometimes they really draw
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you in. Sometimes they make
you run.
Family can be comforting.
Family can be trying.
Sometimes you feel like
laughing. Sometimes you feel
like crying. 1

Prospecting For Song
Ideas
It’s much easier to find a
good idea if you’re constantly
looking. They often hide in
plain sight. For instance,
when you’re watching TV,
keep a notepad handy. One
night I heard a character say,
“if you learned from it, you
didn’t lose.” I wrote down “if
you learn you can’t lose.”
That idea led to a chorus:
If I can learn to laugh, I can
cope with the blues.
If I win or if I learn then I
never can lose.
If I can just accept instead of
accuse
Then I’m in the lucky few that
always can choose.2
So, be a song idea prospector. Look for ideas and write
them down.

overrated!
When I’m stuck, I sometimes
listen to other songs to get
inspiration. On one such
occasion, I was listening to
the Four Seasons’ song
December ‘63. The song is
about the writer’s first sexual
experience. As I thought
about it, what kept coming up
was an older girl I had dated
that took me close to the
edge, but never consummated the act. Here’s how I started:
She was that much older girl;
Pretty, tall, and slim.
I was young and innocent
So she hit me like a whim.2
Thanks to Bob Gaudio and
Judy Parker for the inspiration.
So, if you want to write lyrics,
start writing, constantly collect ideas, and, if all else fails,
copy an idea from someone
else.
1. From the single release
“Family Can Be” .
2. From the track “Never
Lose” on the album, Lessons
Learned, Lessons Earned.

Copy Ideas
Originality can be greatly

3. From the single release
“She Shouldn’t Be The First”.

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Norman Crouse
All songs Copyright - Norm
Crouse, all rights reserved. Used
here by permission.
About Norm Crouse
Norm is a songwriter who works
from his studio in the Northwest
corner of South Carolina. He has

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

written, composed, and produced two albums and a number
of singles. You can hear his
music and read the complete
lyrics at
https://normcrouse.bandcamp.co
m/. His website is
NormCrouse.com. Email –
norm@normcrouse.com
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Songwriting - Is There A W
Part

Ah, polishing.....yes, I definitely believe in that. If the
urge to express what
seems like a great idea
presents itself (it used to
frequently hit me, when
working for a heating company, as I was walking into
a basement with a brush
and a soot-vac), it needs to
get written down quickly
and immediately. Almost
every songwriter nods sad
agreement with Duke
Ellington's famous comment "The best song I ever
wrote....I forgot". Tell Mrs.
Smith you'll be in to clean
the furnace in a minute,
and write that sucker
down....in any sketchy form
you can scrabble together.
The central idea that
inspired you originally will
surely rekindle itself when
you look at your sketchy
notes a week later.....if you
can read the sketchy notes.
And yes, I am not above
using Masterwriter or some
other crutch at the polishing point.
Unlike the movies however,
where the songwriter has a
great line, and is floundering, trying to slap in a
rhyming line..."What
rhymes with Lemon?", I do
believe in the rule that the
killer line goes last. If
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there has to be a weaker
line for the sake of rhyme,
make that the setup line. I
almost think the screenwriters always have the
songwriter doing it the
other way as a kind of cruel
joke....." Look at this poor
sap in writing hell.....he
doesn't know what he's
doing! What an amateur!"
Am unsure as to whether
the discussion of the two
sides of the brain are science....or pseudo-science.
But for our purposes here,
the concept might be useful. Songwriters, and
indeed musicians in general (ok, artists in general)
have a judgmental side that
edits the ideas and emotions that the other side of
the brain demands they
express. For me, the constrictions of the blues form
simplify some of the leap of
faith form-wise, if that
makes sense.
Often, musicians will suppress that editing side with
drugs or alcohol, just so
some of their innermost
feelings will get out.
Often, they will get so good
at damaging that judgmental side, that stupid shit, for
want of a better word, will
come out. In that case,
they gradually become an

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Bill Halloran

Wiring Diagram For That?
Two

exaggerated version, then
a parody of their original
artistic selves, an embarrassing cautionary tale to
future songwriters.
Or, they go to the other
extreme, analyzing the
beats per minute of the last
30 top forty hits, and noting
that the listener is drawn in
by the use of the word
"you" within the first 25
seconds in 20 of the last 30
platinum singles.
Those people have already
probably moved to
Hollywood, but I would suggest that they go the final
step, and move in with the
Kardashians.
Not how I do it, not my part
of the elephant, don't
wanna hear about
it......well....that's not
QUITE true. If I had something I needed to express,
and I built a song out of it,
and I really liked it; really
thought it was good, maybe
I would check it against
some of these metrics.
Just to understand whether
that's why I thought it was
good, to sort of check my
sense of what was really
getting across to my fellow
humans. Because that,
my friends, is the joker in
the deck for all artists.

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Yes, it's your message....on
your terms.....sculpt it, if
that's what you do......it's
not about what's going on
in history....it's not about
what's going on in your life
("Shakespeare was clearly
depressed about his business reversals")....you may
not even be consciously
aware of all that you've put
in there....it's your bottle
(possibly formerly full of
the bottled bravery you
needed to put your vision
"out there")....but it is,
whether you like it or not, a
communication. You've
got to get this important
message through....in
code......maybe, as my old
co-writing friend would say
(when he hated a song)
...with a bridge."
www.wildcatohalloran.com
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No Such Thing As Amateurs
Or Professionals
By Bamil Gutiérrez Collado (SingerSongwriter)
n my life as a songwriter, I can say that
there's nothing like barriers between
an amateur or a professional writer.
Maybe some will agree others won't, but
the thing is that everyone does their work
based on own experiences or just watching all around daily life. There are so
many different ways to write whatever you
want. I have learned through my more
than 25 years of writing that you grow
inspired by people who started to write
long before you, but that doesn't necessarily mean that they are better.
Experience doesn't have anything to do
with the quality of work people produce.

I

There are a lot of people that I've seen all
around the social media that call themselves professionals just because they tell
you in a comment; "oh, this lyrics need
more work", "I can write a melody for this
with a 95 beat" or "This is not lyrics, it is a
poem". I hate it when people get into others work trying to manage the idea of the
one who wrote it.
Everyday i received many messages on
my inbox from good friends that want me
to get my opinion on their works. Know
what? I really read them all, but I’m not
the kind of person that tells you that your
work isn't right or isn't worth a dime.
Respect is all that matters, and if you
want me to advise you on your lyrics, I
certainly can tell you something about any
rhyme or word you can switch for other
that makes some sense in the verse, but
your work wil be always your work.

14

Nobody will ever tell you how bad or
wrong are your lines.
You know how many times i change the
course of any of my lyrics for a song?
Zillions of times, because even with all the
time i have as a songwriter or lyricist we
need to play with words to get the best.
Synonyms, methaphors, similes and
antonyms are the bridge between verses
in lyrics.
I can say that I found myself with poets
and lyricist that don't write music but have
had the right metric to be perfect for a
song. Because when I have started to
look at it I know which chords are going at
hand with the verses with no change of
words at all. Otherwise, there other writers that need to switch some words here
or there to match the perfect timing for a
song.
Even with this aspect at the time to write a
song based on certain lyrics, adjusting or
switching, doesn't mean that any of us are
amateurs or professionals. From 1 to 100
years old everyone has their own view of
what they want or need for their work.
Remember all of us write around experiences and other aspects in life. We have
our own sight of things, plants, animals,
landscapes, skies, our country, our town
and even the simple things in life.
We learn everyday, we grow everyday, but
on our own steps and not because anyone
else wants you to write red do you write
red. If you want to write blue when I tell
you yellow be straight and write blue. Be
always you and use the right words based
on your metric.
Only one thing, never write for the sake of
it, feel inspired and sure of what you want
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Bamil Gutierrez Collado
in your lyrics. Study the aspects around
what you are writing about, feel the work
and every word you're putting down on
paper.
You're your own boss and you're the
owner of your words world. Be authentic
and don't copy paste the idea of others. I
enjoy what I write because when I write
on universal subjects like nature, people
ways of living or news I'm helping in some
way to make this world a better living
place, there's a real motive. Remember
there's no such thing like amateurs or professionals, only great people with wonderful thoughts and ideas to express.

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

One friendly piece of advice, if you want
to go public, please register your work in
The Library Of Congress, Copyrights
Office. Never register with an unknown
agency and never use that self-addressed
envelope stuff, it doesn't guarantee any
property of your lyrics or melodies aka
songs. Remember, very sadly in our
world today there a re a lot of sharks that
want to be lucrative with your efforts.
http://www.reverbnation.com/bamil
http://www.myspace.com/bamiltheredwolf
http://www.reverbnation.com/officialbamil
music
http://community.ascap.com/bamil
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Something Awful Happens
A Cut Up Technique Lyric
n April’s edition I discussed the Cut Up
Lyrics Technique and how it can be a
useful way of sparking creativity when
writing lyrics. As a very quick recap it
involves selecting several disparate
phrases and then weaving them into a
song lyric. My contribution this month
shows how I used this technique to create
a lyric called Something Awful Happens.

I

Creating a Grunge Lyric using phrases
from famous Grunge Rock Stars
One protagonist of the cut up technique
was Kurt Cobain. Cobain, of course,
emerged from the Seattle music scene to
become the face of grunge rock as it
unexpectedly burst into the limelight in the
early 90s.
So it’s hopefully apt that my twist on the
cut up technique involved using phrases
that famous American grunge rock stars
had uttered in interviews. I trawled the
Internet to find interviews with some of
the biggest most iconic names in grunge
and was delighted with the list of phrases
that I was able to compile.
· Medicate myself (Kurt Cobain)
· A little bit weird (Courtney Love)
· This is what we all do (Chris Cornell)
· These are my last rites (Dave Grohl)
· Every time I start to feel good, something
really awful happens (Eddie Vedder)
· Pretty dark (Jerry Cantrell)
· (My brain’s) like a bad neighborhood
(Chester Bennington)
· Smash through the mirror (Scott
Weiland)
As you can see there is a suitably angstridden feel to most of these lines and that
was a direction that I then fully threw
myself into when creating the following
lyric.
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Something Awful Happens
(Verse 1)
There’s no heating and my breath snakes
to the vents
I rub the glass to see a little clearer
I see a ghost mourning its decay
And I want to smash through the mirror
(Chorus)
Every time I start to feel good
Something awful happens
Like the day that girl kissed me
And my school burned down.
Every time I start to feel good
Something awful happens
Do you think they would have missed me
If I’d melted into the ground?
(Post Chorus)
My brain’s like a bad neighbourhood
And I medicate myself
These are my last rites
Yeah, I medicate myself
(Verse 2)
There’s no rewind and my story’s out of
control
I rub the lamp to get a little nearer
I see a jinn mocking my dismay
And I want to smash through the terror
(Chorus)
Every time I start to feel good
Something awful happens
Like the day Holly kissed me
And my school burned down.
Every time I start to feel good
Something awful happens
Do you think they would have missed me
If I’d melted into the ground?
(Post Chorus)
My brain’s like a bad neighbourhood
And I medicate myself
These are my last rites
Yeah, I medicate myself
(Bridge)
It might be a little weird
But this what we do
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Simon Wright
She said, she said, she said
On her last day at school
Play with fire
And everyone gets burnt
The smoke still stings my eyes
(Outro)
It’s getting pretty dark
It’s getting pretty dark
As I medicate myself,
It’s getting pretty dark
It’s getting pretty dark
Medicate myself
As I barricade myself
As I barricade myself
As I placate myself
Yeah, something awful happens
Written by Simon Wright
(April 2019)

able to use quotes by Kurt Cobain, Eddie
Vedder, Chester Bennington and the rest
is cool but the lyric ultimately had to stand
on its own two feet. Which I think it does?
The one thing that’s missing now is hearing Something Awful Happens as a song.
I’d love to see some musicians work on it
and turn it into a grunge/alternative rock
track!
About Simon Wright
Simon is an Irish lyric writer who lives in
Scotland. He collaborates with musicians
across the world to turn his lyrics into
songs. Check out his website
www.LyricSlinger.co.uk and follow
@TheLyricSlinger on Twitter.

About the lyric
The 2 phrases that really caught my attention were ‘(My brain’s) like a bad neighbourhood’ and ‘Every time I start to feel
good, something really awful happens’, so
they were at the heart of the story that I
started to tell. My protagonist was in a bad
place mentally and something awful had
happened after they had started to feel
good.
From that the idea of kissing a girl and
then the school burning down just popped
into my head. I’m not sure why or how but,
from there, it was a case of trying to construct something interesting around that
idea. And I deliberately left the lyric a little
ambiguous. I think that’s something that’s
often overlooked by lyric writers. You don’t
need to explain every facet of a story in
your lyric. Often it’s best to leave the listener some room to apply their own interpretation.
I couldn’t get all the phrases in word for
word but I think a bit of artistic licence is
okay, as the main aim is to come up with a
lyric that is good and that will work when
translated into a song. The fact that I was
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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HOW TO WRITE A SONG?
mm. For me,
it comes in
many ways.
Yet, there’s no given
way. No one way.
Who’s to say?

H

The very first song I
ever wrote emanated
from the sound of
windshield wipers
going full blast, in a
tropical storm. The
rhythm drew me in.
There was a pulsing
bass note in the 75
mile per hour winds.
I could hear it, knowingly in my mind;
still, I could hear it.
While dodging airborne debris, the
growl of rock guitars
and singing began to
rise above a noise.
I’d like to say that
there’s an opportunity for anyone to write
a song, at any time,
any day, in any word
and any way.
Actually, it could
even come to you in
a dream…
I donned a tuxedo
and found myself in
an ancient temple. A
certain chorus was
blaring from the
speakers that were
right in front of me. I
could not escape its
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hold. It was oppressive; sapping the
oxygen from the
room. Yet, the melodic lyric and music
were captivating.
When I awoke from
this dream, I immediately recorded it.
This mystical dirge,
“Hold Me Down”,
would later win the
World Songwriting
Awards for Best
Modern Country
Song - Winter 2019.
https://open.spotify.c
om/album/4QdqOVF
ZahvwhOU57KVLc1?
si=XdNC8X0rTdqywX
RK4RqBxg
Other songs don’t
come so easy. I
wrestled with a tune,
in my teen years.
Finally, I had to give
up and let it go.
Turns out, I needed
to gather the life
experience in order
to complete the
words. It took 24
years to release, “My
Way Home”.
https://open.spotify.c
om/track/3EocNgBW
5aLBkkGZ9EScWt?si
=0_3_R9NTSpKX46S
1YkdEmg

require your immediate attention. Once, I
accepted a job to
deliver a lyric within
48 hours for a movie
theme song. Talk
about pressure? All I
can say is; I laughed!
I cried! Heck, I even
threw in some Latin.
As arduous and
stressful as this project was, it brought
me a true sense of
accomplishment.

We are tribe. Family!
Not many do what
we do. So, may your
lyrics be deep and
your melody strong;
for, there are a million ways to write a
song.

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=GLkcp
wdrHrw

https://www.toplines
ongwriter.com

The world needs
great lyrics. I’d like
to see you build a
library of lyric. I’d
like to see you
approach a blank
page as if the
answer is already
there just waiting to
be uncovered. That,
which you seek, also
seeks you. I believe
the “biggest secret”
in writing is asking
yourself questions
and listening to the
answers that come
from the quiet
recesses of your
mind. Know that your
creativity is as
boundless as the
Universe itself.

Cheers!
Rob O’Mara
songs4film@verizon.net

https://open.spotify.c
om/artist/7hVA9ZyEd
RBU9Clbm6qeHk?si
=F0BFm238QjeV_tjDl
OWW_Q
https://itunes.apple.c
om/us/artist/robomara/278531872

However, some
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Happy Independence Day 2019

A Celebration of American Music

W

hen we think about popular music of today, we
can often be forgiven for relating much of what
we listen to, to the USA. And for very good reason too. When I look at the history of popular music, my
mind goes to the 1930’s when the Blues scene became
the influence for much of the music we listen to today.
Back in the 30’s, a young black guitarist appeared on the
scene with a very unique style, in fact it was so unique,
many questioned whether it was influenced by the devil
himself. Of course, folklore had it said that our young
man, Robert Johnson made a deal with the devil at the
famous crossroads. Whatever the way, it proved to be
the birth of a culture which would change music over the
next 90 years. In my eyes, and of course this is only my
opinion, the popular music scene began here in the
Southern states of the US.
It could be argued that the Classical and Jazz styles were
responsible but the blues lent itself to the common man
who may not have been so exacting as a musician. In
short, anyone could now play music, write songs and perform.
The Blues 3 chord arrangements carried through to the
50’s where rock ‘n’ roll was born. Looking at artists such
as Bill Hailey, Elvis Presley and Buddy Holly, it is relatively
obvious where these amazing songs were coming from,
that same triad arrangement. But we were still in the US
although these influences were spreading like wildfire
around the world. Over the years, our music culture has
grown almost like the universe in all directions.
I think, in short, what I am getting at, is that the celebration of Independence Day is also a very good time to
reflect and celebrate the music that came from the good
ol’ US of A.
So what I would like to do is briefly look at some of the
great American music names and how they changed
music.
Robert Johnson
I know we’ve touched on Robert Johnson already but I’d
like to spend a moment looking at his life and work.
Much of Robert’s life is very much a mystery and has
taken many years to piece together the events in his life.
We do know that was he born in Mississipi in 1911 and
for the most part, his early music life was singing and
playing on street corners and in Juke Joints. In fact,
Robert only recorded in two sessions, one in San Antonio
in 1936, and one in Dallas in 1937, that produced of 29
distinct songs (with 13 surviving alternate takes) recorded
by famed Country Music Hall of Fame producer Don Law.
One of the most iconic songs of the twentieth century was
recorded during these sessions, the Crossroad Blues.
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Many artists since have re-recorded their own versions of
this song, most famous of all, Eric Clapton. Robert died,
aged only 27 in 1938 and, like much of his life, his death
is still very much a mystery. Reports have said he was
found at the side of a road, while others have said he was
poisoned, others said he was shot. The truth is, nobody
really knows. It wasn’t until years later where Johnsons
music really came to be the influence it is today. Funny
how history has been repeated over the years with so
many of our music royalty.
Buddy Holly
My next influential character has got to be the late, great
Buddy Holly. Charles Hardin Holley was born in 1936 in
Texas to a very music loving family. Although he started
in the music world in 1952, he didn’t get a break until
1955 where he opened for Elvis Presley. In fact, he actually opened 3 times for Elvis which is said to be a big step
in his rock ‘n’ roll career. Buddy had a great ability to
write his songs using those classic blues triads in his own
unique rock style. Again, we find ourselves at one of
those major turning points in music history. To this day,
his hits such as Peggy Sue, That’ll be the day and Oh
Boy are still very much timeless. Even though many of
these songs are now over 70 years old, they still feature
in the repertoire of many artists. Me included. Buddy’s
life was tragically cut short on 3rd February 1959 in a
plane crash which also claimed the lives of the pilot,
Richie Valens and the Big Bopper. It has been historically
known as ‘The Day the Music Died’.
Elvis Presley
There’s not much to say that hasn’t already been said
about the man who was known as ‘The King of Rock ‘n’
Roll’. Elvis (1935 - 1977) was quite simply the owner of a
voice from the Gods. Although most of his hits were written for him and he wasn’t the best guitarist in the world,
he certainly was the greatest performer of the century.
From his early days right up to the final weeks before his
death, he gave everything he had to his fans. No other
artist in popular music has ever been celebrated as much
as Elvis. The days following his untimely death at the
young age of just 42 in 1977, was bordering on hysteria
with the immense outpouring of grief. But his energetic
performing styles and incredible voice will always live on
and continue to influence millions.
Simon and Garfunkel
I had to include these incredible singer/songwriters into
the Pablo Hall of Fame. Not just for their wonderful voices and musical ability but mostly for the incredible songwriting. These two have produced so many memorable
songs such as Homeward Bound, The Boxer, The Sound
of Silence and of course Bridge Over Troubled Water.
Most of these were quite simply anthemic. Songwriting
so far, hasn’t really been the strong point of our story but
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Pablo Snow
with these two, things change. Of course, there were a
lot of folk style artists writing big hits, such as Bob Dylan,
Leonard Cohen, Don McLean to name a few but I think
none could touch the soul in the way Simon and
Garfunkel could.
Aretha Franklin
The Queen of Soul is certainly deserving of a place here.
She is quite possibly the biggest influence in female popular music artists. Her vocal power was stunning and her
songs are as memorable as any ever recorded. She
sadly passed away just last year. In 2010, Rolling Stone
magazine ranked her number one on its list of the "100
Greatest Singers of All Time" and number nine on its list
of "100 Greatest Artists of All Time". Very well deserved.
Incidentally, Aretha passed away on August 16th. The
same date as Robert Johnson and Elvis Presley. A coincidence I know, but it makes you think a little.
Jimi Hendrix
There are guitarists and then there’s Hendrix. James
Marshall Hendrix was another entrant to the Rock ‘n’ Roll
Hall of Fame who passed away at a very young age.
During his brief career, which only spanned four years, his
unique guitar playing, along with his experimental songwriting, sometimes linked to drug use, laid claim to a
whole host of unbelievable recordings including Hey Joe,
The Wind Cries Mary, Little Wing, Voodoo Chile and All
Along The Watchtower. Hendrix died in 1970 aged just
27 following asphyxiation on his own vomit while under
the influence of barbiturates. Despite the drug and booze
lifestyle, Jimi Hendrix remains as the most influential guitarist of all time.
Neil Diamond
I could not write about the best of the USA without mentioning Neil Leslie Diamond. In particular, and with the
title of this publication in mind, Neil Diamond is the most
prolific song writer of all time. His career has spanned
from 1962 to 2018, where he retired from live performances due to the onset of Parkinsons disease. He is
still actively writing songs and I wouldn’t write off the idea
of a final album. Neil Diamond is probably best known
for his incredible live performances wearing his
iconic sparkling shirts and his power
numbers which would never fail to send
his audiences in to awe-inspired frenzies. I am actually witness to this
after seeing him live in the early
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80’s. The guy was simply magical. Over
the past decade or so, he has brought a
more acoustic approach to his music
although his live performances stayed just
as electric right up to his final tour last
year.
Michael Jackson
Regardless of the controversy in his life,
Michael Jackson will always remain as the King of Pop.
His artistic brilliance, choreography, fantastic dancing
alongside his powerful performances earned his place in
the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame. His life was always open
to the media spotlight in so many ways, sometimes not
for the best reasons, but you can never get away from the
performer. His album ‘Thriller’became the best selling
album of all time with 66 Million copies sold. Jackson
died in 2009 following taking prescribed medicine which
became the subject of a long inquiry and trial. Many say
it was the stress of allegations that killed him, we will
never know. He was 50 when he passed away.
I could go on forever covering the many great American
artists. The Beach Boys, Bruce Springsteen, Whitney
Houston, Dolly Parton, James Brown, Johnny Cash, the
list goes on and on. Regardless of our music tastes, who
we like or dislike, I think it’s safe to say that America has
produced the very best of popular music over the past
century. Of course, being an Englishman, I have always
recognised our own ability and rightful place on the music
scene but you can’t get away from the fact, a major
amount has been from direct influence from our buddies
across the pond.
But this is not a competition, it is simply a celebration of
the country that has produced magical music from the
very best artists and I thank you all for it.
Happy Independence Day 2019. long live Rock ‘n’ Roll.
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ood God Father is a psychedelic rock
experience from the greater Oregon
wine country, with music that reaches in all directions for a solid presentation of
truth, pain, love, loss, past and future. We're
dedicated to the real and raw nature of
music that transcends the songs and stories
of our time, to bring everything together
under a shared expression of the intuition.

G

Fronted by songwriter, multi-instrumentalist,
Sean Lewis (aka Swan Solo), the band takes
on whatever incarnation as deemed necessary by the requirements of the environment. This has led to the YouTube Channel,
Swandezvous, which features episodes of
the songwriting process, as well as all the
nuanced detailed aspects that fans usually
miss out on, which include the artistic, and
philosophical developments that fuel the
intent of creation.
After years playing in the local Oregon
music scene under the former monikers,
Masonic Weird, Auburn, and Martyred
Whitmans, the pressure of the unfolding
internet music phenomenon forced the
group to pause, and look inward to find a
different perspective that would give reason
to pursue the craft.
After 5 years of deliberation, the factory has
fired back up, and it's getting ready to produce a number of tracks that are expected
to instill a fervent impression on listeners
with an impact that will generate instant
devotion to what Good God Father plans to
cultivate through songs that unite, insight,
and elevate.
I wrote the song in what had to have been
the summer of 2006, when I was working as
a "behavioral specialist" (which translates
to mentor for 'troubled youth'), for a local
non-profit Christian organization, when I
was walking through one of the buildings, I
heard the worship music playing in the
background, and the vocalist was singing
about being baptized in fire. Immediately, an
array of images occurred to me as I began
to think of a martyr-type character that
emerged in my imagination, ala, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, facing the firing squad of some
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oppressive tyrannical statist regime.
A "baptism by gunfire", and I put myself in
the place of the martyr.
So I began to insinuate some aspects that
went along with that, namely who am I, who
are they, and how am I to come to grips with
what was occurring. Wondering who was
innocent and guilty. Nameless faces aimlessly searching for other nameless faces to
pile up as enemies.
And the chorus where it all breaks lose, and
I take charge by saying, in essence, give me
all you got. You don't need to humor me. Tell
me straight just what you need to. I won't be
offended or afraid. I know that this has nothing to do with me, or even my enemies.
So that's when I let loose some solo shred.
Follow this link to listen:
Https://goodgodfather.bandcamp.com
Https://facebook.com/goodgodfather
Https://reverbnation.com/goodgodfather

Baptismal Fount
Baptized by gunfire
They will tell me my name
Ten faces won't see you
They're looking out for me
Keep me under fresh water
Keep me under the fire
Don't humor me
Don't sell me short
Baptized by gunfire
I'll be the judge of that
Ten faces won't see it
It's not polite to stare
Keep me under fresh water
Keep me under the fire
Don't humor me
Don't sell me short
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Good God Father
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NEVER LE
Never Let You Go
Suzi Hollywood & Baptiste
Saunier
MUSICAL INTRO
(VERSE 1)
I Remember The First Time
You Looked Right Into My Eyes
I Never Felt This Way Before
But Now You're Not Here
Anymore
{PRE CHORUS}
I Thought I Was The Only One
You Gave Me Your Heart
Heart Heart Beat
And Now I Am Falling Apart
[[CHORUS]]
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Go Go Go
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Oh Oh Oh Woah
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Go Go Go
I'll Never Let You Go Away
(VERSE 2)
You Made My World Spin
Round Round Round
You Turned My Life Upside
Down
Why Did You Take My Breath
Away?
{PRE CHORUS}
I Thought I Was The Only One
You Gave Me Your Heart
Heart Heart Beat
And Now I Am Falling Apart
[[CHORUS]]
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Go Go Go
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Oh Oh Oh Woah
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Go Go Go
I'll Never Let You Go Away
{POST CHORUS}
I'll Never Let You
I'll Never Let You
I'll Never Let You Go
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I’ll Never Let You Go
[BRIDGE]
Ain't No Silence
Drives Me Mad
Ain't No Silence
Drives Me Mad
[[CHORUS]]
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Go Go Go
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Oh Oh Oh Woah
I'll Never Let You Go
Go Go Go Go
I'll Never Let You Go Away
[BRIDGE]
Ain't No Silence
Drives Me Mad
Ain't No Silence
Drives Me Mad
{OUTRO}
Go, Go
© Lyrics and Music by
Suzi Hollywood & Baptiste
Saunier

Never Let You Go was the first
proper song I had written.
A French Music Producer had
contacted me via my website as
he had heard my Singing on one
of my Songs and he had really
liked my voice. He described my
voice as being "Crystalline" this
was a nice compliment.
He said he was working on
vusic and looking for a female
Vocalist. He wanted to write an
original track with me and invited me to his recording studio's.
The day I went there, it was really exciting, we talked about the
idea behind the Song and where
we wanted the Song to go, what
we wanted it to be about, how
we wanted it to sound etc.
I started singing some lyrics

and melodies that popped into
my mind and then wrote them
down on a piece of paper, and I
began to write this story of a
girl who was in love with a guy. I
had always loved writing poems,
stories and reading books so it
all came about very easily and
organically. The verses were
done first, then the pre chorus,
the chorus then the bridge, and
it was arranged properly, then
the lyrics were finished!
When we were done, I walked
out of his studio feeling incredible. I was buzzing, I had this
adrenaline rush and I knew I
wanted to do this for the rest of
my life. I knew from that
moment, this was what I was
supposed to do. To be able to
create something amazing from
nothing was as close to magic
as I could ever get.
The producer then worked on
finishing the iusic and the
Instrumental was put altogether.
I then returned to his studio a
week later to lay the vocals
down. We tried a few variations
to see what worked best and
then when we were happy, the
song was compete!
What is the Song about?
The Song is a love song, simply
about a past love, someone special who captured your heart.
someone that you still love and
wish to be with and the lyrics
describe the feeling of never
wanting to let go of them.
Never Let You Go is an upbeat
Pop/Electronic Dance song. The
feedback on it has been really
good, a lot of people say it's
really catchy. I really hope it
touches people's emotions and
they can resonate with it and it's
meaning.
Follow this link for song
Facebook Page
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Suzi Hollywood

ET YOU GO
Awards To Date:
INTERNATIONAL SONGWRITING COMPETITION,
NASHVILLE - USA
* SEMI FINALIST * Award for the Song 'NEVER
LET YOU GO' in the EDM/DANCE Category
UKSC SONGWRITING CONTEST,
LONDON - UK
* FINALIST * Award for the song 'NEVER LET YOU
GO' in the POP Category
* FINALIST * Award for her song 'SURVIVORS' in
the SINGER SONGWRITER Category

* SPECIAL MENTION * Award for her Song
'HUNTERS' in the LYRICS Category
* SPECIAL MENTION * Award for her Song 'SURVIVORS' in the LYRICS Category
* HIGHLY COMMENDED * Award for her song
'SLOW' * in the EDM/DANCE Category
* HIGHLY COMMENDED * Award for her song
'MAGIC' in the LOVE Category
* HIGHLY COMMENDED * Award for her song
'UNDERWATER LOVE' in the ADULT CONTEMPORARY Category
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Always An
Always and All Ways
You look like someone else,
I hear that all the time, oh well.
Eroding on the inside, it's so hard to tell,
Something doesn't feel right, don't feel so well.
I want to run with you, stop the picture,
magnify it clearer
If and when you do, always and all ways.
Face to face, with yourself,
Uncool case in fairy tales,
Transform in your doorway, everything is brand new.
Reconnect the pathway,
The bridge you're headed to.
I want to run with you, stop the picture,
magnify it clearer
If and when you do, always and all ways.
Always.
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Matt Strader

nd All Ways
y name is Matt
Strader, I write
songs. I play guitar,
and try to find beauty in the
mistakes and imperfection
that passion overide. If the
words dont fall from the sky
for me they wont be found.

M

I was born and raised in a
very small east Tennessee
town in America, not a single
redlight. I learned to play
guitar but writing a song
wouldn't come for many
years. I prayed to God to
learn how to play, and
overnight music made sense
in a whole new way. After
diagnosis with Multiple
Sclerosis in June of 2004, I
was blinded in my left eye
and unable to live the way
that I had before ever again,
physically, mentally.
I decided to start writing
songs and to let go of them,
play them for people,
because no one knows what
tomorrow holds. "Always
and All Ways", off of the 4
song ep, "The Jonesing
Mother", is a term that I have
used for most of my adult
life, the play on words
phrase means the same
thing in a strange way, both
ensuring sincerity. The
world lacks that, but we can
change that one by one.
While it may seem grim, it's
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honest.
The song begins with the
lyrics, "you look like someone else, I hear that all the
time oh well." A true statement in that I am confused
for other people quite often,
and in terms of how I feel
physically as a 33 year old
man living with MS, I do
"look" different from how I
feel on the inside typically.

appear at your front door,
taking your soul and life - a
welcomed notion some days
while fighting this disease. I
can break it all down line per
line, but with those points
having been made the rest
should be quite easy to
absorb and understand.
Please check out the links
below.
spoti.fi/2FTQ7im

The song mentions "eroding
on the inside, it's so hard to
tell", also detailing the
strange factors of living with
an autoimmune disease. In
essence the entire song is
about that. How things on
the outside versus the inside
story, can be remarkably different and untold.
During the chorus I sing, "I
want to run with you, stop
the picture and magnify it
clearer." I recall the last time
I ran, I ran up and down my
mother's front lawn with my
nephew - it was beautiful,
blue skys, perfect green - we
can all stop a picture or two
in our lives and try to fall
back into it, magnifying it
and being consumed.

bit.ly/2Ii3DiH
bit.ly/2U3ptJ1
apple.co/2P2i4c9
amzn.to/2uRhNiI
Instagram @mattstradermusic
FB @mattstradermusic

The second verse details the
fairy tale notion of a doppelganger, an entity that resembles you identically and will
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The PondHawks
The PondHawks were formed in
2007 by songwriting partners
Mario Novelli and Jorie Gracen.
The indie band has since captured a worldwide audience with
catchy melodies and a pioneering approach to music.

feel that magnitude of agony
again. The lyrics and music were
co-written by both of us. We also
used colors as metaphors for
feelings and moods. The lyrics
were massaged to fit the
cadence in this particular song.

The band has an artistry for storytelling, which evolves through
meticulously crafted passages
that create atmosphere and
mood. Their music is driven by
poetic lyricism that is clever and
compelling. Stellar vocal harmonies intertwine seamlessly
through musical interludes that
unfold with stunning synchronicity and energy. Instruments are
carefully selected to drive the
melody and the emotional power
of the song.

When writing any song, our
lyrics have to convey the story.
This often requires many hours
of searching our souls for the
perfect words and phrases to
paint a picture. We often write
lyrics that allow the listener to
imagine what the song is about.
Songwriters must write from
their heart to lead the listener
through a journey of feelings,
possibly even rekindling a similar experience in their life, which
they can relate with. The music
creates the mood and atmosphere, which is the vehicle that
drives the lyrics of the song. We
spend many hours working on
and sometimes re-writing the
lyrics.

Current band members include:
Mario Novelli (lead singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist),
Jorie Gracen (singer, songwriter,
keyboards, percussion), Tony
Melnick (bass guitar), Michael
Gillespie (lead guitar), Sam Svita
(drums, percussion)
“Afraid of Love” written by the
songwriting team of
Gracen/Novelli features Mario
Novelli on lead vocals, drums,
percussion, guitar, bass, keyboards, Jorie Gracen vocal harmonies, keyboards and Michael
Gillespie on lead guitar.
The concept of the song
revolves around someone who
had their feelings crushed in a
previous relationship, and is
afraid to expose their heart for
fear of having it broken once
more. They've crawled into their
shell because they never want to
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Both of us write lyrics and
music. Sometimes one of us will
start a song and then both will
work on finishing it by contributing to the lyrics and the melody.
It takes a lot of thought to select
the “sound” you want. We
become very creative and try different instruments, effects, etc.
Sometimes they work and sometimes they don’t. After so many
years of working together we
trust each other in knowing what
sounds good or what lyrics need
to be changed. If one of us has
an objection, we work it out until
we are both happy with the
results. We work on the song
until it is finished or take a break
to think about it. Sometimes we

take a pause to work on another
song. With our song “Blue Light”
we recorded it and finished it.
Took a break and came back to
listen to it and both of us decided that it needed to be in another key. So we started all over
and the song was so much better.
We were thrilled to have both
our albums chosen by music
critic, Tom Lounges of the
Northwest Indiana Times. The
Top 10 Regional Albums of 2010
(The PondHawks Have Landed at
#7) and 2016 (Blue Light at #6).
Blue Light made the 60th
Grammy Awards first round ballot and our single “River Grove”
(2018) made the 61st Grammys
first round ballot. Our song
“Drive” from the Dreaming Over
Ireland EP was #1 for 13 weeks
on Music World Radio’s (UK) Top
20 Alternative Songs Chart.
https://www.thepondhawks.com
https://www.pondhawksmusic.co
m
https://www.reverbnation.com/th
epondhawks/playlist/-4
https://www.facebook.com/thepo
ndhawks
https://www.instagram.com/thep
ondhawks
https://twitter.com/ThePondHaw
ks
https://www.youtube.com/user/jp
ondhawk/videos
https://www.reverbnation.com/T
hePondHawks
https://www.soundcloud.com/the
-pondhawks
https://open.spotify.com/artist/2n
mP1PiRxJ8uPqp2sdZQU5
https://iTunes.apple.com/us/artis
t/the-pondhawks/363273089
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The PondHawks
AFRAID OF LOVE
(Verse 1)
A lonely blue, the deepest hue you’ll ever feel
The color you’ve been told about love
An envy green, a jealous scene you can’t conceal
The emptiness you hold without love
(Chorus)
Your mind is mystifying, crying for the heart
You’re dreaming of
Confined and underlying, flying far apart
Afraid of love
(Verse 2)
Such angry red inside your head, you never smile
Emotionless instead without love
Metallic gray, the price you pay for self-exile
In shadow everyday without love

(Chorus)
Your life is mystifying, crying in your mind
It’s so surreal
It’s masquerading, fading, absolutely blind
To how you feel
(Verse 3)
It’s midnight black, a vacuum pack of desolation
A spectrum that you lack without love
Cold empty white most every night with no vacation
Alone in silent light without love
(Chorus)
Your mind is mystifying, crying for the heart
You’re dreaming of
Confined and underlying, flying far apart
Afraid of…
Afraid of love
(outro)

(Chorus)
The years are mystifying, crying for the heart
You’re dreaming of
What fears are underlying, flying far apart
Afraid of love

Afraid of love…not afraid of
Afraid of love…not afraid of
Afraid of love…not afraid of
Afraid of love…not afraid of…

(instrumental verse)

© 2019 GRACEN/NOVELLI
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FOUR DAYS IN JULY
This month, we recognize the 50th anniversary of
two compelling events that took place in U.S.
history. During a four day span in July of 1969,
mass elation and isolated devastation filled the air.
The Apollo 11 lunar mission ignited the hopes and
dreams of millions all around the world.
In the same window of time, the hopes and
dreams of one aspiring young woman, were
abruptly extinguished in Edgartown,
Massachusetts. To this day, the details surrounding her drowning remain shrouded in a political
cloud of mystery. Rumor has it, the massive
news coverage of the Apollo 11 mission, was
strategically utilized to overshadow the circumstances surrounding her death.
Her passing came just eight days before what
would have been her twenty ninth birthday. The
pain felt by her family and friends must have been
immeasurable. Especially for her parents, as she
was their only child. Her tragic story has never
garnered the attention it deserved. Sadly
however, on rare occasions, she is sited as a mere
footnote when one particular political figure's fall
from grace is mentioned.
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This song focuses on my interpretation of the
deception and lies surrounding this tragedy. I
spent countless hours crafting these lyrics, so the
timeline would reflect all the stories passed down
over the last 50 years.
A special thanks to Rocka Studio for capturing the
emotions of my lyrics, and producing another
quality work of art.
Please take a moment to read my interpretation of
these events, and listen along to the accompanying link containing the song, "The Lyin", regarding
this pivotal time in our nation’s history.
Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyxVf7ZTG4U
&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3ySsRHN1NvvLo
Pzmrj2dkOklN4Z_cL0tnZeAt7O5CbHqezoeD_i5qLl
ss
JP23Lyrics@Gmail.com
https://twitter.com/Jp23Lyrics
https://www.instagram.com/jp23lyrics/
https://www.facebook.com/jp23lyrics/
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JP23Lyrics
https://www.rocka.studio

THE LYIN'

Lyin’
Sixty nine that was the year
One Small Step spawned worldwide cheers
Just before Apollo's feat
Swirling rumors swept the street
Dike's bridge was absent from the news
Purposely omitted to confuse
A cover up
Conspiracy
Endless lies
That set you free
Ten hours passed without a word
Since your black sedan submerged
Possessing no morality
That's how you slept so peacefully,
so peacefully
Then you broke your silence well past dawn
After she was pulled from Poucha pond
A cover up
Conspiracy
Endless lies
That set you free
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Lyin’
Lyin’
Lyin’
Lyin’
You answered questions cryptically
While they prepared her eulogy
The smoke and mirrors bred deception
Now the ANC holds your confession,
your confession
A cover up
Conspiracy
Endless lies
That set you free
A cover up
Conspiracy
Truths buried
In the ANC
In the ANC
Truths buried
In the ANC
Lyin’
Conspiracy
Lyin’
Conspiracy
Lyin’
Conspiracy
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Better Days

bleak-filled shell was how I described it.
My heart and spirit had become absent
from everything except the current affairs
in my home town.

s a song writer, one question that I’m
asked most often is, “how do I go
about writing songs?” “Is it the
words or the music that come first?”
Without the risk of sounding trite, my
answer each time is pretty much the same It depends on the circumstance. I believe
there’s a song in almost everything that
surrounds us. I read that on a visit to New
York City Elvis Costello saw a song in
everything imaginable. “Penny Lane” and
“Strawberry Fields” by The Beatles were
both drawn out of fond memories when
Marvin Gaye’s classic “What’s Going On”
addressed social and political commentary.
The vast majority of my songs present
themselves when least expected and where
I least expect to find them - exemplified in
my song titled “Better Days.”

I arrived at the studio oddly located in a
hotel, for most studios were closed.
This hotel accommodated firefighters coming to New York helping with the rescue
effort at ground zero.

A

Sometime after 9/11, I was invited to play
on a recording session, not far from ground
zero. Living forty-five minutes outside of
Manhattan, this became one of my first visits since the devastation. Covering the city I
felt sadness grabbing hold of my emotions.
I grew up in this city but it resembled nothing like I remembered. Removed was the
appearance of the thriving and vibrant
mecca called “The Big Apple.” Landmark
sights mournfully replaced by posters of
missing loved ones. A somber and ominous

Better Days
Verse
Take a message to my brother
Let him know I’ll help carry on
Keep him standing strong
Tell him that we’re thinkin’ of him
And everything is gonna be alright
And we’re on his side
Chorus
It’s a long hard road
And it feels like it ain’t through yet
Today steps I take
Leave those past mistakes
Tomorrow is gonna be a
Better Day
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In the lobby stood firefighters from around
the country. Without knowing each other,
these men bonded together heroically
referring to themselves and other firemen
as ‘brothers.’ Their terminology ‘brothers’
provided hope and encouragement which
became the impetus for writing “Better
Days.” During that time my un-enthusiasm
for playing music directly transformed into
an obligation to encourage my listeners
with the same encouragement that these
firefighters proudly demonstrated. The
opening verse to the song is: “Take a message to my brother, let him know I’ll help
carry on, keep him standing strong.” Each
verse justifiably speaks of reassurance,
before moving into a reaffirming chorus of
inspiration and faith. The song is summarized by the final lyric which states “…
tomorrow is gonna be a better day.”
https://soundcloud.com/adamfalconfanbase/better-days
http://www.adamfalcon.com/

Verse
Get a letter to my mother
Tell her there’s no need, shed no tears
But keep me in her prayers
Send a letter to my lover
Let her know we’re never far apart
Love is in our hearts
Chorus
It’s a long hard road
And it feels like it ain’t through yet
Today steps I take
Leave those past mistakes
Tomorrow is gonna be a
Better Day
Adam Falcon
Copyright Falconoid Music 2009
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Adam Falcon
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The Pink Moon

this old brain” He is also a massive lover of coffee, that was also referenced in the song
About Me

This track recorded with The Caravan of
Dreams was inspired by meeting Zeke Schein
from Brooklyn NYC. Zeke wrote a book called
“Portrait of a Phantom” which is about him
finding a long-lost photo of bluesman Robert
Johnson, only the third known to be in existence. The photograph provoked a lot of discussion and debate and is now owned by The
Robert Johnson Foundation.
I met Zeke in a café on Spring Street NYC
opposite Rudy’s Music a longstanding high-end
guitar shop. Zeke used to work on Bleeker
Street for 27 years and is friends with many
high-end musicians including Patti Smith, Bill
Frissell and Steve Earle. I have bought many
instruments from Zeke over the years, hence
the lyric “Set us kids in motion, opened up our
ears”

I front “The Caravan of Dreams” and am a passionate lover of writing original songs. To date I
have written and recorded 40 songs with more
planned later this year.
We just released ‘Tales of Dark and Light’ now
available internationally in all formats. I play
many acoustic and electric instruments and
live in Leeds
I am fascinated with the songwriting process
and run a site Original Ukulele Songs which
has over 150 artists all writing original material. I am also launching a new music platform
later this year called “Music for The Head and
Heart” again focusing on original material and
original lyrics
Website www.nickcody.co.uk

The last two lines of the third verse
“Music is our language, it’s our common bond,
Power to awaken, the joy in every song” are
taken directly from his book.
The main sentiment in the song is that the
photo is exactly what it seems, the genuine article. During our meeting Zeke talked about a
second fictional novel he is currently writing,
hence the line ”A Hatful of fiction thrives in
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FB - https://www.facebook.com/talesofdarkandlight/
Twitter - https://twitter.com/nickcodyscd
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/nickcodymusician/
Link to The Pink Moon https://soundcloud.com/nickcodymusic/thepink-moon-song-for-zekeThe Pink Moon
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Nick Cody
The Pink Moon
The pink moon in Brooklyn, turns a shade of blue,
Mojo man is writing, all his tales are true,
Coffee’s for the morning, Robert’s in his dreams,
Portrait of a phantom’s, all is what it seems
Sun sets on spring street, yellow cabs ride by,
Story’s for dreamers, under New York skies,
A Hatful of fiction thrives in this old brain,
Waitresses are peeking at what is here again.
Made your mark on Bleeker, for 27 years
Set us kids in motion, opened up our ears
Music is our language, it’s our common bond,
Power to awaken, the joy in every song,
Transforming spaces, transcending time,
Here at the crossroads, all is here to find
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MATCHMAKERS
Lyricist Christopher looking to work with
musicians, singers and producers. Will
tackle most genres, pop, folk, country,
r&b, rock, electronic, jazz and a combination of these. Ambition to produce
commercial music and hopefully enjoy
the ride.

Experienced lyricist, Hampshire area
UK. I’m looking for someone who can
take my lyrics and work them into a finished song.
rbortkiewicz@hotmail.com

Cc060369@aol.com

I am a lyricist/top liner looking to collabo-

rate with artists/musicians/producers for
songwriting. Based in London/South East.
I can meet and work together, or take an
instrumental, develop a lyric and top line
melody for it, or looking for musicians who
want to develop the instrumental for lyrics
or lyrics with a top line. I can write for different styles but enjoy folk/country/pop ballad mostly.
adkenney@gmail.com

Experienced lyricist (able to play some
instruments and do midi-fi production)
seeks collaboration with a female vocalist. Style singer/song writer, r&b, country, folk, pop.
Coolparadigm@gmail.com
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Looking for a lyricist collaborator for
song writing. I write and produce
songs in many styles (country, ballabs,
soft rock, and electronic loop based
compositions). Find me on Soundcloud
under EXPATJAT. Happy to work on half
completed songs or with lyrics.
Contact me
atitcombe@gmail.com

Lyrics Doctor - I’m a writer, editor, songwriter, musician who can help you tell the
stories you really want to tell. Song structure, imagery, rhyme, alliteration and
more. to ensure that every word does
everthing it’s meant to do in the song.
Mostly alt country and rock, but all genres
considered. To contact me title your
email Lyrics Doctor and email Jane the
editor.
jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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My skill set: strong, conceptual lyrics;
melodies; slinky, hypnotic grooves;
fresh music with pop accessibility, and
yet, has substance. I'm a producer and
audio/acoustic design engineer. I'm
building a songwriting and film score
recording studio as we speak.
My major failing: chords/progressions.
If you are a lexicon of styles and have
the talent to compose strong, catchy
stuff--then I'd like to hear from you.

David Sutherland, musician, based in
the UK. Happy to work remotely. All
rounder with lots of musical ideas
and lyrical starts, looking to
exchange ideas. Comfort zone is
acoustic/Americana but happy to
explore beyond that. Facilities to create basic demo recordings.
https://soundcloud.com/davethebass/sets/americana
davesuth@blueyonder.co.uk

What collaboration could look like: the
chords/progression box must be
checked, but if a partner can write,
sing, play instruments, produce, engineer--the better. This not a territorial
contest but a partnership that produces
outstanding results. Synergy. One project, multiple projects or an eventual
partnership. I have the talent to recognize hits and get stellar performances
out of people.
I live in Duluth, MN USA;
jzpowers1@yahoo.com

I am a songwriter from Kankakee, IL
(USA), looking for
singers/musicians/producers to write for
and collaborate with. I can best reached
at
dakjmis@gmail.com

If you’d like to appear on these pages
please email me
jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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